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There is a widely held belief that conformal field theories (CFTs) require zero beta functions.
Nevertheless, the work of Jack and Osborn implies that the beta functions are not actually
the quantites that decide conformality, but until recently no such behavior had been exhibited.
Our recent work has led to the discovery of CFTs with nonzero beta functions, more precisely
CFTs that live on recurrent trajectories, e.g., limit cycles, of the beta-function vector field. To
demonstrate this we study the S function of Jack and Osborn. We use Weyl consistency conditions
to show that it vanishes at fixed points and agrees with the generator Q of limit cycles on them.
Moreover, we compute S to third order in perturbation theory, and explicitly verify that it agrees
with our previous determinations of Q. A byproduct of our analysis is that, in perturbation
theory, unitarity and scale invariance imply conformal invariance in four-dimensional quantum
field theories. Finally, we study some properties of these new, “cyclic” CFTs, and point out that
the a-theorem still governs the asymptotic behavior of renormalization-group flows.
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1. Overview in lieu of Introduction
Two recent reported results can potentially greatly enrich our understanding of quantum field
theory (QFT). On the one hand, Komargodski and Schwimmer (KS) [1], following earlier work
by Cappelli, D’Appollonio, Guida and Magnoli (CDGM) [2], have delineated a nonperturbative
proof of an inequality satisfied when a four-dimensional QFT flows between two fixed points of
the renormalization group (RG). On the other hand, we have discovered closed RG trajectories1
in theories in d = 4− ǫ [3–5] and d = 4 [6] spacetime dimensions, in a regime where perturbation
theory is applicable. While the former result can impose restrictions on the possible realizations
of long distance (IR) phases of QFTs, the latter exhibits explicitly a novel feature of QFTs. A
question naturally arises as to whether these results are compatible.
In this work we will show perturbatively that unitary, interacting, scale-invariant cycles2 in
d = 4 correspond to conformal field theories (CFTs), that is, theories with invariance under the
full conformal group, not just Poincare´ plus dilatations. This follows from the work of Jack and
Osborn (JO) [7]. Compatibility of this type of cycles3 with the aforementioned inequality is then
not surprising since the inequality still compares a quantity defined on CFTs, be it a CFT at an
endpoint of an RG flow or a CFT corresponding to a limit cycle of the RG flow.
To be clear, the cycles we discuss in this work are not associated with unitary theories that
are scale but not conformally invariant [4, 9]. In fact, in this paper we prove that limit cycles
associated with scale but not conformally invariant unitary theories do not exist in perturbation
theory. As we will see, on cycles of the dim-reg beta function discussed here the theory is
fully conformal. This includes the examples of [3, 5], which were incorrectly interpreted there
as examples of theories with scale but without conformal invariance. We should point out that,
conformal theories defined on cycles of the dim-reg beta function have the same properties as
conformal theories defined at traditional fixed points.
Luty, Polchinski and Rattazzi (LPR) [10] argued that limit cycles cannot exist in d = 4
unitary QFT, and hence that scale without conformal invariance is excluded. As we shall see,
limit cycles do occur, but QFTs on them are fully conformal, not just scale-invariant. LPR have
informed us that their manuscript is being replaced with one that contains a corrected version of
their argument, with their conclusion regarding the absence of scale without conformal invariance
unchanged.
1Meaning closed flow-lines of the familiar dim-reg beta-function vector field, in conventions where the anomalous-
dimension matrix is symmetric. For a word on conventions and their effects on RG functions see Appendix A.
2More precisely “limit recursive flows” of the dim-reg beta-function vector field. In what follows we refer to both
limit cycles and limiting ergodic behavior simply as “cycles.”
3The condition for scale invariance, µdgi/dµ = Qijg
j , QT = −Q = constant [8], gives recursive flows [9]. Our
study of cycles here is concerned with this type of closed trajectories, given by a rotation of the coupling constants by
a compact Abelian group generated by Q. Whether recursive flows that are not of this type exist is an open question.
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The work of KS is not sensitive to the presence of cycles. Indeed, KS assume the existence
of a flow from a short distance (UV) CFT to an IR CFT, and argue that the coefficient a of the
Euler density in the curved-space trace anomaly,
T µµ = operator terms + c(Weyl tensor squared)− a(Euler density),
is larger at the UV than the IR fixed point: aUV > aIR. This, then, is a proof of the “weak
version” of the c-theorem. The KS argument incorporates putative flows from a fixed point or
cycle to another fixed point or cycle, since in both cases the theories encountered are CFTs.
In d = 2 a stronger result holds: there exists a quantity c, local in the RG scale, that is
monotonically decreasing along any RG flow [11]. This is referred to as the “strong version” of
the c-theorem, and it was first argued to also be true in d = 4 by Cardy [12]. A proof was
later found by JO (see also [13]), albeit only in perturbation theory. Away from fixed points
the quantity that plays the role of c in the arguments of JO is not exactly equal to a (the
coefficient of the Euler density in the curved-space trace anomaly). However, it agrees with a at
endpoints/limit cycles of the RG trajectories. This is in agreement with the result of KS that
the weak version of the c-theorem is valid for a. In this paper we extend the perturbative proof
of JO to include RG cycles.
Of course it is well-known that a may increase away from trivial UV fixed points: for example,
for pure Yang–Mills (YM) theory with beta function βg = −β0g3/16π2 − β1g5/(16π2)2 − · · · one
has [7]
a = a0 +
nV β1
8(16π2)3
g4 +O(g6). (1.1)
Here a0 is the free field theory (one-loop) value of a and nV = dim(Adj) is the number of vector
fields.4 Nevertheless, even in this case JO showed that there exists a quantity, β˜b, which flows
monotonically (to all orders in perturbation theory). The quantity β˜b is related to a, which in
JO is denoted by βb, by
β˜b = βb +
1
8wβ
g, βb ≡ a.
Here w is a function of the coupling g, and βg = −dg/dt is the beta function. While β˜b and βb
agree on fixed points, the difference is parametrically large away from fixed points. In Section 2
we explain this in detail.
The result of JO follows from careful inspection of how the theory responds to Weyl rescaling.
The KS method, or an elaboration on it by LPR [10], extensively uses Weyl rescaling and takes
advantage of the particularly simple form this takes on fixed points. However, in trying to extend
the KS arguments to produce a proof of the strong version of the c-theorem, LPR use Weyl
rescaling away from fixed points. We explain how consistency requires introducing spacetime-
dependent coupling constants and then in addition new counterterms that involve derivatives of
4We thank K. Intriligator for discussions on this point.
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the couplings. We use the very rescaling in LPR to derive JO’s consistency conditions anew, of
which the monotonic flow of β˜b is but one example.
For models which display cycles the state of affairs is significantly more complex. In all these
models the kinetic terms of the Lagrangian are invariant under a “flavor” symmetry group GF
(that commutes with the gauge group). Scalar self-interactions and Yukawa couplings of scalars
with fermions break GF . The dependence of counterterms on the coupling constants characterizing
these interactions is restricted by the pattern of breaking of GF . There is a well-known, simple
method of accounting for this. The coupling constants are treated as spurions, that is, as non-
dynamical fields, and allowed to transform under GF precisely so as to render the Lagrangian
invariant under these symmetry transformations. Then, if the regulator respects the symmetry,
so will the counterterms. It follows that the entries in the trace anomaly respect the symmetry
too. As a is the coefficient of the GF -invariant Euler density, it is itself GF -invariant as well.
And since the flow on a cycle corresponds to a GF -transformation of the couplings, a remains
constant on the cycle.
This raises the following question: “how is the monotonic flow of β˜b consistent with the
constancy of a?” Actually, β˜b is also GF -invariant, and is thus also guaranteed to be constant
along the cyclic flow. The answer is found in the flow equation for β˜b given by Osborn in [13].
His equation is a generalization, applicable to these more complex theories, of that found by JO.
This flow equation is not guaranteed to give monotonic flows, but can and does give constancy of
β˜b on cycles. We review the work of JO concerning these more complex theories in Section 3, and
show that a quantity B˜b decreases monotonically along RG flows, at least in perturbation theory,
and agrees with βb on fixed points and cycles. This is a result essentially contained in [7, 13],
although it is not explicitly mentioned there.
To obtain this result an understanding of the modifications to the trace-anomaly equation in
theories with cycles is required. It is a little-known fact that in theories with many fermions and
scalars there generically appears a term in the trace anomaly of the form of the divergence of a
current. The current generates transformations that correspond to a particular element S of the
Lie algebra of GF , that is a function of the coupling constants. JO showed by direct computation
that S vanishes to three loops if the field content of the QFT consists solely of scalars, and to
two loops if of scalars and Dirac spinors. On the other hand, the element Q of the Lie algebra
of GF that generates the flow along the cycle is found in our computations to arise at three-loop
order in gauge theories that include both scalars and spinors [6]. Could it be, then, that S is
non-zero at three loops in these theories? And if so, what is the relation between Q and S? In
Section 4.1 we take on the task of computing the lowest-order contribution to JO’s S for the most
general four-dimensional QFT, compare with Q and demonstrate that S agrees with Q on cycles
and vanishes on fixed points. A corollary of this result is that scale implies conformal invariance
in relativistic unitary perturbative four-dimensional QFTs.
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That S agrees with Q on cycles suggests that the two terms in the flat-space trace anomaly may
cancel. That is, the well-known β ∂L /∂g term may cancel against the little-known divergence of
the S-current term, since the β-term is determined by Q on cycles. This is indeed what happens:
the trace of the stress-energy tensor vanishes for unitary, scale-invariant cycles, and hence these
models display invariance under the full conformal group. In the rest of Section 4.2 we prove this
and explore a few of its consequences. Armed with these results, we return to the proof of the
c-theorem in Section 5. There we give a slightly streamlined version of the LPR version of the
KS argument, with care to address the possible differences that may arise when the CFTs at the
ends of the RG flow correspond to cycles.
Let us specify here that we follow closely the notation of JO [7], with some notable exceptions.
From here on, following JO, in the anomaly equation we use βa and βb for −c and a respectively,
although we still use the terminology c-theorem instead of the more accurate βb-theorem. Also,
we call λa,b,c rather than a, b, c the infinite counterterms that give rise to βa,b,c (having infinite
counterterms labeled by a and c can certainly produce confusion with the corresponding “beta
functions” that appear in the Weyl anomaly and that are commonly referred to as a and c).
Throughout this paper RG time is defined by t = − ln(µ/µ0), so that it increases as we flow to
the IR.
Many of our results are extracted from the work of JO. So it is perhaps necessary to remark
that, besides parsing the results of JO to hopefully make them slightly more accessible to the
general reader, we have made several novel contributions:
• We have discovered where in the argument of LPR the quantity βb is replaced by β˜b (or, in
more generality, by B˜b).
• We have extended JO’s calculation of S to third loop order, which is the leading non-
vanishing contribution to S in a Yang–Mills theory with scalars and spinors.
• We have shown that S vanishes on fixed points and agrees with the generator Q of limit
cycles on them.
• We have demonstrated in perturbation theory that unitary, scale and Poincare´ invariant,
interacting QFTs in d = 4 have vanishing trace of the stress-energy tensor and hence are
invariant under the full conformal group.
• We have used the above to
◦ find, using arguments of JO, a perturbative proof of an extension of the strong version
of the c-theorem, i.e., that there exists a quantity that monotonically decreases in flows
out of UV fixed points and cycles, and
◦ clarify that the arguments of KS apply even in the presence of cycles, i.e., that (βb)UV >
(βb)IR for presumed RG flows that can now originate or terminate on cycles as well as
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fixed points, valid even outside perturbation theory (provided the implicit assumptions
in KS do not invalidate their result).
2. Weyl consistency conditions
In this section we review the derivation of the Weyl consistency conditions of JO. The method uses
as a starting point the expressions of Weyl invariance used by KS and by LPR. The presentation
is formulated so that it becomes clear that the assumptions in those works already implicitly
lead to the JO consistency conditions. Hence, although the derivation presented here may seem
novel, it actually follows closely JO. We have included it here for completeness, for pedagogy and
because it makes clear that neither the results of KS nor those of LPR should be in conflict with
those of JO.
Let us briefly review Osborn’s argument for the consistency conditions [13]. These are analo-
gous to the well-known Wess–Zumino consistency conditions [14]. Let ∆σW˜ denote the action of a
Weyl transformation on W˜ , the generating functional for connected renormalized Green functions.
Because of the Abelian nature of the Weyl group, the Weyl consistency conditions follow:
[∆σ,∆σ′ ]W˜ = 0.
In JO the same consistency conditions are obtained by requiring finiteness of the trace of the
stress-energy tensor in curved background and with spacetime-dependent couplings. One can also
obtain the Weyl consistency conditions based on the arguments of LPR.
LPR start from a quantum action S0 which is a function of a conformally flat metric, γµν =
e−2τ(x)ηµν and coupling constants g
i(µ) (in d = 4−ǫ regularization, with, say, minimal subtraction
(MS)). By rescaling the fields, which are dummy variables of integration anyway, by φ→ (eτ )δφ,
where δ is the canonical dimension of the field (as in δ = (d − 2)/2 for scalars), and using the
µ-independence of the bare couplings, one sees that the τ -dependence in S0 arises only due to
the scale dependence of renormalized coupling constants, gi(eτµ). Effectively, the regularized
generating functional W satisfies
W [e−2τ(x)ηµν , g
i(µ)] =W [ηµν , g
i(eτ(x)µ)]. (2.1)
Alternatively, Komargodski [15] argues that the functional is made invariant under Weyl transfor-
mations by adding a conformal compensator τ(x). One can write
W [e−2τ(x)ηµν , g
i(e−τ(x)µ)] =W [ηµν , g
i(µ)],
or, equivalently, that the left-hand side is invariant under τ → τ + σ. For finiteness it is also
necessary to include in W all possible counterterms that are functions of spacetime-dependent
background and coupling constants, γµν(x) and g
i(x). It is from counterterms that do not vanish
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for spacetime-independent coupling constants that the βa,b,c-anomalies arise. It is convenient, in
order to keep track of curvature-dependent terms, to do this in a more general background metric,
W [e−2τ(x)γµν(x), g
i(µ)] =W [γµν(x), g
i(eτ(x)µ)], (2.2a)
W [e−2τ(x)γµν(x), g
i(e−τ(x)µ)] =W [γµν(x), g
i(µ)]. (2.2b)
At the risk of restating the trivial, let us emphasize that it is not consistent to neglect the
spacetime dependence of couplings when studying Weyl anomalies, since the Weyl transformation
involves spacetime-dependent couplings. The counterterms associated with spacetime derivatives
of these couplings will lead to additional anomalies. Some of these may—and as we will see,
do—contribute to the dilaton/compensator scattering amplitude even after one takes the limit of
flat background and spacetime-independent coupling constants.
The approach of LPR allows one to compute quantities associated with a model in a curved
background with spacetime-independent coupling constants in terms of corresponding quantities
for the same model but in a flat background with, however, spacetime-dependent coupling con-
stants. This observation is not new. For example, in JO the same observation is used precisely for
the same purpose, namely, to compute the anomalies associated with scale transformations using
only computations in flat space. Similarly, the approach of Komargodski allows for an explicit
nonlinear realization of scale invariance, at the price of introducing spacetime-dependent coupling
constants. In either case it is important to realize that new counterterms are required to render
the model finite, much like counterterms involving derivatives of the metric need to be introduced
to render finite the model in a curved background. These new counterterms must involve deriva-
tives of the coupling constants and lead to new Weyl anomalies. At the end of this section we
study how these new anomalies contribute to the Wess–Zumino action for the conformal compen-
sator τ(x) even after the couplings and the metric are taken to be spacetime-independent. For
the remainder of this section we take a closer look at these counterterms, the anomalies they
produce and the relations between them, that is, the JO consistency conditions, that follow from
(2.2).
Consider the theory in the background of an arbitrary metric γµν(x) and arbitrary spacetime-
dependent coupling constants gi(x) corresponding to interaction terms gi(x)Oi(x) in the La-
grangian. The arbitrary spacetime dependence of the couplings allows one to use them as sources
for operators in the interaction part of the Lagrangian, by taking functional derivatives of the
generating functional with respect to gi(x). If the quantum action is renormalized, then this pro-
cedure automatically gives finite correlations functions for the insertions of these operators. Let
W˜ stand for the renormalized generating functional. It is convenient to separate the counterterms
that are independent of quantum fields from the rest of the action. They can be taken out of the
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functional integral and contribute directly to W˜ :
W˜ =W +Wc.t..
The generating functional W results from performing the functional integral over quantum fields in
the absence of the quantum-field-independent counterterms. The counterterms required to render
the theory finite were first classified in JO. They consist of all possible diff-invariant dimension-
four operators constructed out of the metric and couplings and their derivatives:
Wc.t. = −
∫ √−γ µ−ǫλ ·R,
where dimensional regularization is used with d = 4− ǫ and
λ ·R = λaF + λbG+ λcH2 + Ei∂µgi∂µH + 12Fij∂µgi∂µgjH + 12Gij∂µgi∂νgjGµν
+ 12Aij∇2gi∇2gj + 12Bijk∂µgi∂µgj∇2gk + 14Cijkl∂µgi∂µgj∂νgk∂νgl.
(2.3)
Here F is the Weyl tensor squared, G is the Euler density, H is proportional to the Ricci scalar,
and Gµν is the Einstein tensor:
F = RµνρσRµνρσ − 4
d− 2R
µνRµν +
2
(d− 2)(d − 1)R
2,
G =
2
(d− 3)(d − 2)(R
µνρσRµνρσ − 4RµνRµν +R2),
H =
1
d− 1R, Gµν =
2
d− 2(Rµν −
1
2γµνR).
The quantities above are defined as in JO, with inessential d-dependent factors for later conve-
nience. Each of the counterterms in λ ·R is an expansion in 1/ǫ chosen to render W˜ finite—for
this one must in addition introduce wave-function and coupling constant counterterms, as usual.
The coefficients λ = (λa, λb, . . . ,Cijkl) are in general functions of the couplings g
i(x).
The anomalous variation of the generating functional is dictated by these counterterms. While
W satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), this is not true of Wc.t., as can be seen by explicit computation. The
anomaly is precisely the statement that the infinitesimal transformation τ → τ + σ in (2.2b),
∆σWc.t. =Wc.t.[(1 − 2σ)γµν , gi − σµ dgi/dµ]−Wc.t.[γµν , gi],
fails to vanish. The anomalous variation can be split into a term that would occur even if σ were
spacetime-independent plus a term proportional to the derivative of σ:
∆Wanomaly = ∆σWc.t. = −
∫ √−γ (σβλ ·R + ∂µσZ µ). (2.4)
These terms again can be expanded using dimensional analysis and diff-invariance:
βλ ·R = βaF + βbG+ βcH2 + χei∂µgi∂µH + 12χfij∂µgi∂µgjH + 12χgij∂µgi∂νgjGµν
+ 12χ
a
ij∇2gi∇2gj + 12χbijk∂µgi∂µgj∇2gk + 14χcijkl∂µgi∂µgj∂νgk∂νgl,
(2.5)
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and5
Zµ = Gµνwi∂
νgi + ∂µ(Hd) +HYi∂µg
i
+ ∂µ(Ui∇2gi + 12Vij∂νgi∂νgj) + Sij∂µgi∇2gj + 12Tijk∂νgi∂νgj∂µgk,
(2.6)
up to terms with vanishing divergence. Since W˜ is finite and the σ-variation of W vanishes, it
must be that the variation of Wc.t. is finite by itself.
Calculations of the coefficients in βλ · R and Zµ can be done using standard techniques of
dimensional regularization with a mass-independent renormalization scheme, say MS. For now, let
us concentrate on the relatively straightforward computation of βλ ·R. Since for constant σ the
transformation δγµν = −2σγµν just counts dimensions, and the dimension of the volume element
is d while that of the operators in Wc.t. is four, we obtain
(ǫ− βˆi∂ˆi)λ ·R = βλ ·R, (2.7)
where the beta function is
µ
dgi
dµ
= βˆi = −ǫkigi + βi(g) (no sum over i).
Here the derivative is taken holding the bare parameters fixed. ki is defined by requiring that the
Lagrangian scales appropriately: for φ′ = µδǫφ and g′i = µk
iǫgi, then L (φ′, g′) = µ−ǫL (φ, g). Note
that βˆi∂ˆi ≡ βˆi∂ˆ/∂ˆgi denotes substitution of gi by βi wherever gi may be found, e.g., βˆi∂ˆi(∂µgj) ≡
∂µβ
j = ∂iβ
j∂µg
i, and of course respects the standard rules of differentiation. Using (2.7), it is
straightforward to show that, e.g.,
χaij = (ǫ− βˆk∂k)Aij −Aik∂j βˆk −Ajk∂iβˆk.
The consistency conditions of JO can be understood as following from requiring that (2.2)
applied to the complete renormalized generating function W˜ fails only up to the finite, anomaly
terms. The left-hand side of (2.2a) does not involve any counterterms from spacetime-dependent
couplings, while the right-hand side does not involve any from a curved background. Hence, the
counterterms in one and the other case must be related. Consider on the right-hand side of (2.2a),
for example, the counterterm
1
2Aij∇2gi∇2gj = 12Aij βˆiβˆj(∇2τ)2 + · · · , (2.8)
where we have expanded to lowest order in τ(x). Comparing with the counterterms on the
left-hand side of (2.2a), that arise solely from a curved background, we have,
√−γ (λaF + λbG+ λcH2) = 8λb
[
(∇2τ)2 − (∂µ∂ντ)2 + · · ·
]
+ 4λc
[
(∇2τ)2 + · · · ] . (2.9)
5The second term involves the function of coupling constants d, which is not to be confused with d = 4− ǫ. We
follow Osborn in this unfortunate choice of notation, hoping that with this warning no confusion will arise in what
follows.
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The λb term is a total derivative so for localized τ(x) it does not contribute (recall there is an im-
plicit spacetime integration). Matching the terms in (2.8) and (2.9) we find that the counterterms
are related,
4λc ∼ 12Aijβˆiβˆj , (2.10)
where the symbol ∼ denotes equality up to finite terms, that is, the difference is finite as ǫ→ 0.
This precisely corresponds to Eq. (3.12) of JO. Applying µd/dµ on the bare couplings to derive
RGEs and the corresponding beta functions, one then derives from this JO’s consistency condition
(3.21a),
8βc = χ
a
ijβ
iβj − βi∂iX, (2.11)
where X arises from the finite difference between the left- and right-hand sides of (2.10), and
βc and χ
a
ij are beta functions for λc and Aij, respectively. The remaining consistency conditions
in JO can be obtained in a similar fashion. We only quote here one other consistency condition
that plays an important role in what follows. Using (2.2a) the lowest order terms in τ(x) that
are linear in the Einstein tensor give
8∂iλb ∼ Gij βˆj . (2.12)
With the finite difference between the two sides of (2.12) denoted by wi one obtains
8∂iβb = χ
g
ijβ
j − βj∂jwi − ∂iβjwj .
This consistency condition is the origin of the proposal in JO for a c-function,
β˜b ≡ βb + 18βiwi,
which satisfies
∂iβ˜b =
1
8(χ
g
ij + ∂[iwj])β
j , (2.13)
where ∂[iwj] = ∂iwj − ∂jwi. Then its RG flow is monotonic provided the “metric” χgij is positive-
definite, for
−dβ˜b
dt
= βi∂iβ˜b =
1
8χ
g
ijβ
iβj .
To summarize, the extension (2.2) of the invariance requirement of LPR in (2.1), when applied
to the complete set of counterterms required for finiteness when coupling constants have spacetime
dependence, leads to the consistency conditions of JO.
2.1. The trace anomaly and the computation of ∇µZ µ
As formulated, the renormalized generating functional W˜ is a finite function of the background
metric and of renormalized spacetime-dependent coupling constants. As such we can obtain finite
insertions of composite operators in Green functions by functional differentiation,
〈Tµν(x)〉 = 2√−γ
δW˜
δγµν(x)
and 〈[Oi(x)]〉 = 1√−γ
δW˜
δgi(x)
. (2.14)
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Note that [Oi(x)] stands for the fully renormalized insertion of the composite operator Oi(x),
which may differ from the operator monomial in an expectation value. Following JO, we make
this distinction explicit by introducing the notation [. . .].
Using (2.14) in (2.2) and (2.4) one obtains
T µµ = βˆ
i[Oi]− µ−ǫβλ ·R + µ−ǫ∇µZ µ. (2.15)
This is the well-known trace anomaly, accounting for the effects of curved background and
spacetime-dependent coupling constants. However, this equation is not quite correct in the most
generality: there are two terms missing on the right-hand side. The first is an operator that van-
ishes by the equations of motion times the anomalous dimension of the corresponding quantum
field. We have lost track of this term because the relation (2.1) is only correct up to terms that
vanish by the equations of motion. The second missing term is more subtle: we have missed
counterterms that may be needed to render some theories finite. When the kinetic terms of
the Lagrangian exhibit a continuous symmetry the current associated with this symmetry is a
dimension-three operator and a new type of counterterm is required in the presence of spacetime-
dependent couplings, that is, a counterterm proportional to the product of the current and the
derivative of a coupling. This will be discussed extensively, and the anomaly equation will be
fixed, in Section 3.
Let us turn to the computation of Z µ in (2.4). It follows, of course, straightforwardly from
the definition (2.4). Slightly less trivial is the fact that the computation must give a finite current
Z µ. That this must be so can be seen from the trace anomaly in (2.15), in which all other
terms are already finite. This means that there must be cancellations among infinite terms that
contribute to Z µ. In fact, these cancellations are nothing but the consistency conditions, e.g.,
(2.10) and (2.12). For example, the terms in (2.4) involving the Einstein tensor (modulo terms
that do not vanish for spacetime-independent σ) are∫ √−γ Gµν(−8λb∇µ∂νσ − Gij∂µgiβˆj∂νσ) = ∫ √−γ ∂νσGµν∂µgi(8∂iλb − Gij βˆj)
=
∫ √−γ ∂νσGµν∂µgi wi.
Here, in going from the first to the second line we used the finiteness condition (2.12) and the
definition that the finite difference is wi. Thus we have reproduced the first term in Zµ of (2.6).
The remaining terms in (2.6) can be similarly found.
2.2. Wess–Zumino action
The Wess–Zumino action, WWZ, is some function of τ(x) that will give −∆Wanomaly upon a Weyl
transformation, τ(x)→ τ(x) + σ(x). Focusing on the βb-term in ∆Wanomaly,
−
∫ √−γ σβbG, (2.16)
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KS write the corresponding WZ term as6∫ √−γ {τβbG− 4βb [Gµντ,µτ,ν + τ,µτ ,µ∇2τ + 12 (τ,µτ ,µ)2]} , (2.17)
where we have introduced the shorthand τ,µ = ∂µτ . However, this computation is incomplete.
The problem with this is that we have ignored the effect of the new counterterms arising from
spacetime dependence of the couplings. Since we will not need a Wess–Zumino action for our
generalization of the KS argument to theories with cycles, we will not aim at being complete and
only point out one interesting consequence here. Consider, for example, the term in Z µ
−
∫ √−γ ∂µσ wiGµν∂νgi. (2.18)
Now with ∂µg
i = −βiτ,µ, one has the following generalization of the Wess–Zumino dilaton action:∫ √−γ {βbτG− 4(βb + 18wiβi) [Gµντ,µτ,ν + τ,µτ ,µ∇2τ + 12(τ,µτ ,µ)2]} . (2.19)
The Weyl variation of (2.19) gives the sum of (2.16) and (2.18) (if ∂µg
i = −βiτ,µ there). The
correction that takes βb into β˜b = βb +
1
8wiβ
i is generally of lower order than the running of βb.
That is, 18wiβ
i is of lower order than βb − βb0, where βb0 stands for the free field theory value of
βb.
Let us be more explicit. Consider, for example, the perturbative result of JO for a pure YM
theory with gauge coupling g,
βb = βb0 +
nV β1
8(16π2)3
g4 +O(g6), (2.20)
from which βb is seen to increase in the flow out of the trivial UV fixed point. JO also give
gw = 2nV /16π
2 + · · · , and therefore
β˜b = βb0 − nV β0
4(16π2)2
g2 +O(g4),
which shows that the leading-order running of β˜b is modified by the
1
8wβ
g term. Note that β˜b
decreases in the flow out of the trivial UV fixed point, as opposed to βb which, as seen from
(2.20), increases. Therefore, a strong c-theorem in four dimensions should involve β˜b, not βb. Of
course β˜b and βb agree at fixed points.
There is another subtle point we would like to address. The coefficient appearing in the two-
point function of the trace of the stress-energy tensor appears to play the role of the “metric”
χgij in the consistency condition (2.13). In Appendix B we point out, following JO, that this is
actually related to −2χaij, see (2.11). Explicit computations show that −2χaij agrees with χgij to
second order in perturbation theory in any four-dimensional theory. As we show in Appendix B
this agreement fails, for example, at third order in a YM theory with a single gauge coupling.
6The sign in the term cubic in τ is opposite to that of KS because we use the opposite sign convention for the
conformal compensator, which gives ∆σ as in JO.
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3. Flavor symmetries, dimension-three operators and the corrected trace anomaly
As we have mentioned above, in deriving the trace anomaly we have missed counterterms that
may be needed to render some theories finite. When the kinetic terms of the Lagrangian exhibit
a continuous symmetry the current associated with this symmetry is a dimension-three operator
and a new type of counterterm is required in the presence of spacetime-dependent couplings, that
is, a counterterm proportional to the product of the current and the derivative of a coupling.
Consider a theory with nS real scalar fields interacting through the usual quartic interaction.
The kinetic part of the bare Lagrangian,
L0K =
1
2∂
µφ0a∂µφ0a,
exhibits a continuous symmetry under transformations of the fields δφ0a = −ωabφ0b, where ω is
in the algebra of the flavor group GF = SO(nS). In the process of renormalization we introduce
a renormalization matrix Z and write
L0K =
1
2∂
µφTZ∂µφ,
where renormalized fields, φ, are related to bare fields by φ0 = Z
1/2φ.7 In the presence of
spacetime-dependent coupling constants new divergences arise and thus new counterterms are
needed. For example, one must introduce a new counterterm of the form
Lc.t. = (∂
µgi)(Ni)abφ0b∂µφ0a, (3.1)
with (Ni)ab = −(Ni)ba, that is, in the algebra of GF . Note that this new counterterm is not
accounted for in Wc.t. which by construction is independent of quantum fields. Note also that
additional counterterms, symmetric under a↔ b, must also be introduced. One may integrate by
parts to write these as terms with no derivatives acting on the quantum fields. While necessary,
they do not play a central role in what follows.
To be more explicit, we consider a theory of real scalars and write for the bare Lagrangian
L0 =
1
2γ
µνD0µφ0aD0νφ0a +
1
8(d− 2)φ0aφ0aH − 14!g0abcdφ0aφ0bφ0cφ0d. (3.2)
This is written in term of bare fields φ0. The second term is introduced to ensure conformal
invariance of the classical action. In the potential term, the bare couplings g0abcd are completely
symmetric under exchange of the indices a, b, c and d. The covariant derivative,
D0µφ0 = (∂µ +A0µ)φ0,
7Note that in this step we have the freedom to introduce an orthogonal matrix O and define φ0 = Z˜
1/2φ, where
Z˜1/2 = OZ1/2. This does not affect Z = ZT/2Z1/2. Nevertheless, such a freedom leads to an ambiguity in the
definition of beta functions and anomalous dimensions as we explain in Appendix A.
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is introduced with an eye towards including the counterterm (3.1), since
A0µ = Aµ +NI(Dµg)I , Dµ = ∂µ +Aµ. (3.3)
Here, following JO, we use the compact notation I = (abcd) and we have left implicit the Lie-
algebra indices (so that NTI = −NI and ATµ = −Aµ). Note that NI is a function of the renormal-
ized couplings that has an ǫ-expansion starting at order 1/ǫ. If the theory contains gauge fields
and some of the scalars are charged under the gauge group Gg ⊆ GF , it is straightforward to
include an additional quantum gauge field in addition to the background field Aµ.
The Lagrangian (3.2) is explicitly locally GF -symmetric if we agree to transform the couplings
and the gauge fields:
δg0abcd = −ωaeg0ebcd + permutations (δg0I = −(ωg0)I for short),
δAµ = Dµω.
The first of these is already used in defining the covariant derivative (Dµg)I in (3.3). It is very
important to note at this point that if this explicit local invariance is non-anomalous it can (and
will) be used to constrain the counterterms and the generating functional W˜ ,
W˜ [γµν(x), (Ωg)I (x),ΩDµΩ
−1] = W˜ [γµν(x), gI(x), Aµ], (3.4)
where Ω(x) = exp(ω(x)) ∈ GF . Of course, in theories without spinors the symmetry is triv-
ially non-anomalous. Furthermore, derivatives of the generating functional with respect to the
background field now give insertions of the scalar current.
It is not our intention to repeat the calculations of JO in their entirety here. We will instead
describe the main ingredients and results. We have already described the two main new ingredi-
ents, namely, the need for new counterterms and the introduction of a background field to ensure
invariance under GF in (3.4). As before, additional quantum-field-independent counterterms are
required. These are as in (2.3) but with the replacement ∂µ → Dµ to ensure GF invariance.
Additional counterterms involving the field strength Fµν = [Dµ,Dν ] are also required,
λ˜ ·R = λ ·R + 14Tr(K FµνFµν) + 12Tr(PIJFµν)(Dµg)I(Dνg)J . (3.5)
Moreover, as advertised, new field-dependent counterterms must be included,
Q = ηabφaφbH + (δI)abφaφb(D
2g)I +
1
2(ǫIJ)abφaφb(D
µg)I(Dµg)J . (3.6)
Proceeding much as before, JO find8 [7, Eq. (6.15)]
T µµ = βˆI [OI ] + [βQ] + [(Dµφ)TβAµ φ]− µ−ǫβλ˜ ·R +∇µ(Jµ + JµΘ + Z˜ µ)− ((1 + γˆ)φ) ·
δ
δφ
S˜0, (3.7)
8Note that in Jack and Osborn the first term contains βˆV = µdV/dµ, where V is the renormalized potential, and
with the derivative taken by holding the bare fields, φ0, and the bare potential, V0, constant (independent of RG time).
With a potential of the form V = gIOI and following Jack and Osborn’s definitions we then obtain [βˆ
V ] = βˆI [OI ] as
expected.
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which, using the underlying gauge invariance, they rewrite as [7, Eq. (6.23)]
T µµ = B̂I [OI ] + [βQ] + [(Dµφ)TBAµ φ]− µ−ǫβλ˜ ·R +∇µ(JµΘ + Z˜ µ)− ((1 + γˆ + S)φ) ·
δ
δφ
S˜0. (3.8)
Many comments are in order. The last term, involving the derivative of the full action integral
S˜0, vanishes by the equations of motion. We have included it here for completeness. We have
already commented that a similar term is missing from (2.15). The operator [OI ] corresponds to
the interaction term in the Lagrangian, OI = 14!φaφbφcφd, but differs from it, [OI ] = OI −∇µJµI
where JµI = (D
µ
0φ0)
TNIφ0. Its coefficient in (3.8) is given by
B̂I ≡ βˆI − (Sg)I , (3.9)
where βˆI = µdgI/dµ = −ǫgI + βI . The current Jµ in (3.7) is defined as
Jµ = (Dµ0φ0)
TNI βˆIφ0 (3.10)
and it is finite as required from consistency of (3.7). Note that the combination [OI ] + ∇µJµI
appearing in (3.7) is just OI . However, OI is not by itself a finite operator. While βˆIOI is finite,
since it is the sum of two finite operators, replacing βˆI by its ǫ→ 0 limit, βIOI , is not by itself
finite. Finiteness of Jµ implies that it can be brought to the form
Jµ = [(Dµφ)TSφ].
The Lie-algebra element S is then defined by B̂INI = S. Since S is finite it is required that the
infinite pieces of B̂INI cancel automatically, i.e.,
B̂INI = S ⇒ S = −N1I gI , (3.11)
where NI =
∑∞
n=1N
n
I /ǫ
n, so that N1I is the residue of the simple ǫ-pole in NI . Cancellation
of the infinite pieces requires that BIN
n
I − gINn+1I = 0 for n ≥ 1. The beta functions for the
field-dependent quadratic counterterms are
βQ ≡ βηabφaφbH + (βδI )abφaφb(D2g)I + 12 (βǫIJ)abφaφb(Dµg)I(Dµg)J .
The term βλ˜ ·R is the obvious generalization of (2.5) while the current Z˜ µ is defined as in (2.6)
but rendered GF -invariant by replacing derivatives by covariant derivatives. In addition, Z˜
µ has
contributions from the new counterterms in (3.5), and there are additional contributions to the
terms with the A and B of (2.3). The third term in (3.8) involves
BAµ ≡ βAµ +DµS ≡ ρI(Dµg)I +DµS ≡ PI(Dµg)I , ρI = gJ∂JN1I +N1I ,
where βAµ ≡ µdAµ/dµ is the beta function for the background gauge field Aµ. Finally, the current
JµΘ arises from the counterterms in (3.6) and has a complicated expression in terms of the simple
ǫ-poles in δI and ǫIJ (see JO for details [7, Eqs. (6.21–22)]).
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At this point we can take the limit of flat spacetime, spacetime-independent couplings and no
background gauge field in (3.8). This gives
T µµ = B̂I [OI ]− ((1 + γˆ + S)φ) ·
δ
δφ
S0. (3.12)
Since [OI ] is finite we can now safely conclude that a theory is conformal if and only if BI = 0.
This does not require that βI = 0.
In the general case considered here the JO consistency conditions are modified relative to
what has been presented in Section 2. On the one hand the conditions have to be covariant
under transformations by the symmetry group GF . On the other, there are additional terms that
arise from the additional counterterms required to render the theory finite. Osborn gives the form
of these most general consistency conditions [13]. Two conditions play a role in our discussion:
8∂Iβb = χ
g
IJBJ −BJ∂JwI − (∂IBJ)wJ − (PIg)JwJ
= χgIJBJ − βJ∂JwI − (∂IβJ)wJ − (ρIg)JwJ ,
(3.13)
and
BIPI = 0. (3.14)
In addition, covariance under GF gives, e.g.,
(ωg)I∂Iβb = 0 and (ωg)I∂IS = [ω, S]. (3.15)
Of course, the first of these applies to any GF -invariant while the second to any antisymmetric
tensor (for example, any Lie-algebra valued function). Using the first of (3.15) in (3.13) gives a
nontrivial relation among several beta functions:
(ωg)I
[
χgIJBJ −BJ∂JwI − (∂IBJ)wJ − (PIg)JwJ
]
= 0, (3.16)
or, equivalently,
(ωg)I
[
χgIJBJ − βJ∂JwI − (∂IβJ)wJ − (ρIg)JwJ
]
= 0. (3.17)
These conditions can be used to understand aspects of the flow of βb. Consider the flow
defined by some arbitrary function fI(g),
dg¯I
dη
= −fI(g¯(η)).
If one takes fI = βI then the flow can be identified with the RG flow, with η = t = − ln(µ/µ0).
From (3.13) we have
− 8dB˜b
dη
= χgIJfIBJ + fIBJ∂[IwJ ] − (PIg)JfIwJ , (3.18)
where
B˜b = βb +
1
8BIwI , (3.19)
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and
− 8dβ˜b
dη
= χgIJfIBJ + fIβJ∂[IwJ ] − (ρIg)JfIwJ . (3.20)
Three special cases are of most interest. Consider first fI(g) = −(ωg)I . From the second equation
in (3.15) we see that on this flow ω is constant. This is a recursive flow (cycle or ergodic). It
follows from the GF -invariance of B˜b and β˜b that these remain constant on the flow. This is a
consequence of the detailed cancellations that must be satisfied by the beta functions in (3.16)
and (3.17). This general result can be applied to limit cycles, βI = (Qg)I , for which ω = Q.
We thus see that counterterms that ensure GF -covariance guarantee constancy of βb (and β˜b) on
recursive flows.
The second and third special cases correspond to fI = BI and fI = βI . While the BI and
βI flows are generally distinguishable, one may use (3.15) to show the two flows are identical for
GF -invariants.
9 Using (3.18) with fI = BI and the consistency condition (3.14) we see that
− 8dB˜b
dt
= χgIJBIBJ . (3.21)
This shows that B˜b decreases monotonically along both flows and is a good candidate for the c
function of the c-theorem. Indeed this shows a strong version of the c-theorem in perturbation
theory. To two loops χgIJ = −2χaIJ > 0, where unitarity is required for the inequality, so the
right-hand side of (3.21) is positive-definite along a perturbative flow.
The relation between the BI and βI flows can be made more explicit, hopefully clarifying
their relation. Consider the flows
−dgI
dt
= βI(g(t)) and − dg¯I
dη
= BI(g¯(η)).
The solution to the η-flow is given in terms of the one for the RG flow by
g¯(η) = F (η)g(η) where F (η) = T
(
exp
[
−
∫ η
−∞
dη′S(η′)
])
.
Here T is the η-ordered product and F ∈ GF . As such, βI(g¯) = βI(Fg) = (Fβ)I(g) and similarly
for BI and indeed for any tensor function of the couplings. Of special interest are GF -invariants,
like B˜b, for which B˜b(g¯) = B˜b(Fg) = B˜b(g). So we see again that the monotonic η-flow of B˜b
gives a monotonic RG flow of B˜b.
The quantity β˜b does not appear to be a good candidate for the c function of the c-theorem.
Using (3.20) to study its flow, so the term fIβJ∂[IwJ ] automatically vanishes, we obtain
− 8dβ˜b
dt
= χgIJβIBJ − (ρIg)JβIwJ . (3.22)
9This was pointed out to us by J. Polchinski.
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Were we to ignore the last term on the right-hand side we would be able to establish a perturbative
c-theorem for β˜b. Indeed, to two loops BI = βI and χ
g
IJ = −2χaIJ > 0 so the right-hand
side of (3.22) would be positive-definite along a perturbative flow. However, the last term is
parametrically of the same order as the first on the right-hand side of (3.22) so this does not give
a perturbative c-theorem for β˜b.
4. Scale implies conformal invariance
4.1. S is Q (on cycles)
In this subsection we elucidate the relation between Q and S. Our treatment is focused on
theories in d = 4. We remind the reader that Q is defined as the solution to the equations βg = 0
and βI = (Qg)I , defining an RG cycle on which Q remains a constant while S is defined as a
function of couplings that makes explicit the finiteness of the current Jµ in (3.10). There is no a
priori reason they should be related.
What is known about S? JO have shown, by direct calculation, and we have verified, that
in a scalar field theory S vanishes up to third order in the loop expansion. The result holds
even if gauge fields are included and the scalars are charged under the gauge group. For theories
with scalars and fermions, JO have shown, and we have verified, that S remains zero to two
loops. However, this is consistent with a possible equality of S and Q on cycles. Indeed, we have
obtained previously that Q is of third order in the loop expansion in Yang–Mills theories with
scalars and fermions, while in purely-scalar field theories a non-vanishing Q, if it exists, must be
at least of fifth order in the loop expansion.
As might be expected from the discussion above, we will show that (up to conserved current)
1. S is Q on cycles,
2. S vanishes at fixed points.
In light of these results the computation of Q can be tremendously simplified given an explicit
expression for S. Presently, the procedure to determine Q involves determining first the beta func-
tions for the coupling constants to second order in the loop expansion for scalar self-couplings, to
third order in the loop expansion for Yukawa couplings and to fourth order in the loop expansion
for Yang–Mills couplings, and then solving the system of nonlinear coupled equations βg = 0 and
βI = (Qg)I (we implicitly use here that gI can also stand for Yukawa couplings). Since S must
have a perturbative expansion that starts at third order in the loop expansion, to determine Q
from S it suffices to evaluate it with coupling constants on the cycle computed to lowest order
in the loop expansion. So Q is obtained from S by determining the zeroes of the one-loop beta
functions (two-loop for gauge couplings): if S = 0 on the zero of the beta functions, the zero is a
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fixed point of the RGE, but if S 6= 0 on the zero, then the zero is a point on a cycle and Q = S
there.
To this end an explicit, three-loop expression for S is required. But as pointed out above,
there has been no computation of S to the order where one would expect it to be non-vanishing
if S were to equal Q on cycles. We have endeavored to compute S to third order in the loop
expansion for a general theory containing nS real scalars and nf Weyl spinors, possibly charged
under a gauge group. The potential in the Lagrangian is
V = 14!λabcdφaφbφcφd + (
1
2ya|ijφaψiψj + h.c.).
The details of the computation are spelled out in Appendix C. The surprisingly simple result is
(16π2)3Sab =
5
8 tr(yay
∗
cydy
∗
e)λbcde +
3
8 tr(yay
∗
cydy
∗
dyby
∗
c )− {a↔ b}+ h.c..
We have evaluated this expression on the fixed points and cycles of the theories we explored
in [3, 5, 6] and found that in each case, even in examples in d = 4 − ǫ, S vanishes at all fixed
points and equals our previous determination of Q on all cycles.
Now for the (perturbative) proof of the propositions above. First we show that S = Q on
cycles. Consider the η-flow with fI = BI , with boundary condition that at η = 0 the point
g¯I(0) is on the cycle. Then BI(0) = βI(g¯(0)) − (Sg(0))I = ([Q− S]g(0))I , with Q− S in the Lie
algebra of GF and the left-hand side of (3.21) vanishes. Since χ
g
IJ is positive-definite to second
order in the loop expansion, (3.21) gives BI(0) = 0. This implies S = Q+∆Q on cycles, where
(∆Qg)I = 0. But if ∆Q 6= 0 this corresponds to a conserved current, ∇µ[(Dµφ)T∆Q φ] = 0, and
we are free to redefine the scale current by a conserved current by Q→ Q+∆Q. Hence, S = Q
on cycles.10
For theories with two scalars there is an alternative, perhaps simpler proof that S equals Q
when evaluated on a cycle. Consider (3.21) evaluated on a point on the cycle. It is easy to
show that S is a constant on the cycle: −dS/dt = βI∂IS = (Qg)I∂IS = [Q,S] = 0, where the
last two steps follow from (3.15) and the fact that, for two flavors, the flavor group, SO(2), is
Abelian. Now, as before, we consider the η-flow defined by the BI function starting from a point
on the RG-cycle (we make the distinction of the actual RG-cycle and a η-cycle explicit, to avoid
confusion). The flow is defined by −dg¯I/dη = BI = βI − (Sg)I = ([Q − S]g)I , where the last
step follows from assuming the initial point is on the RG-cycle and then noting that the solution
corresponds to a trajectory that traverses the same cycle but at a different angular speed (the
angular speeds are Q12 and Q12 − S12 for the RG- and η-cycles, respectively). Therefore the
η-cycle is generated by a trajectory in GF and it follows that, just as for an RG-cycle, any GF -
invariant remains constant on the η-cycle. But the consistency condition (3.21) then implies that
10In unitary theories with N = 1 supersymmetry we recently showed, without relying on perturbation theory, that
S = 0 [16]. It thus follows that RG limit cycles do not arise in such theories.
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BI = ([Q− S]g)I = 0 on the cycle. Since Q and S are each characterized by a single number the
only solution is S12 = Q12 (on the cycle).
It is easy to show that (Sg)I = 0 at a fixed point, and this is consistent with the notion
that a fixed point corresponds to the case (Qg)I = 0. To see this, notice that at a fixed point
BI = −(Sg)I so at that point the flow corresponds to a first-order GF -transformation. That is,
the first derivative with respect to η of GF -invariants vanishes at the fixed point. Hence, (3.21)
gives that χgIJ(Sg)I(Sg)J = 0 and hence (Sg)I = 0 at the fixed point. The solution is that either
S = 0 at the fixed point, or there is an emergent symmetry at the fixed point, and Jµ is the
corresponding conserved current. This completes the proof of the two propositions above.
4.2. Cyclic CFTs
4.2.1. A perturbative proof that scale imples conformal invariance
The condition for a theory in d > 2 to be scale-invariant is that the trace of its stress-energy
tensor be a total derivative [8],
T µµ = ∂µV
µ,
where V µ 6= jµ + ∂νLµν with ∂µjµ = 0 and, without loss of generality, Lµν = Lνµ. A candidate
for V µ is V µ = ∂µφTPφ. If the theory includes spinors an additional current can be added to V µ
but the argument below is easily generalized by trivial extensions, e.g., by interpreting the index
I as including all couplings. Using the equations of motion, or alternatively a GF -transformation,
this can be cast as an algebraic condition,
BI = (Pg)I . (4.1)
It is easy to see now that in d = 4 the BI -flow of B˜b requires (Pg)I = 0. Indeed, using (4.1) in
(3.21) the left-hand side vanishes on account of BI being of the form (ωg)I , and then perturbative
positivity of χgIJ implies BI = 0. While P may not vanish, the current V
µ can at most be a
symmetry of the theory, V µ = jµ. This concludes the proof that scale implies conformal invariance
in perturbation theory.
4.2.2. Some properties of cyclic CFTs
Our result that scale implies conformal invariance implies that the non-trivial cycle found in [6]
actually corresponds to a CFT. We dub such CFTs cyclic CFTs. It is quite surprising that CFTs
can be found at points where the beta functions do not vanish. It is unclear what, if anything,
distinguishes these theories from fixed-point CFTs. Presumably the special current Jµ plays a
crucial role. We hope to address these questions in the future, but at present have no progress
to report.
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Since the stress-energy tensor is not renormalized, and since the divergence of the special
current Jµ appears in the trace-anomaly equation, one may suspect its anomalous dimension
vanishes. If so this would correspond to a non-conserved vector operator of dimension exactly
three (no anomalous dimension), which is impossible in a unitary CFT. However, the operator
actually mixes under renormalization. A simple computation gives
µ
d
dµ
[OI ] = −∂I βˆJ [OJ ] + ∂µ[∂µφTρIφ],
µ
d
dµ
[∂µφTωφ] = −[∂µφTρI(ωg)Iφ],
which allows one to readily verify that (i) the combination βˆI [OI ] + ∂µJµ is RG-invariant, (ii) a
symmetry current is RG-invariant, and (iii) Jµ is not RG-invariant, µ ddµJ
µ = −[∂µφT βˆIρIφ].
Even if the beta function is non-vanishing, properties that follow directly from the conformal
symmetry apply to these cyclic CFTs. Consider for example the well-known fact that two point
correlators of primary operators can be diagonalized and
〈O(x)†O(0)〉 = (x2)−∆O .
Now contrast this with the two point function of the elementary real scalars φa in a cyclic CFT.
Scale and Poincare´ invariance alone give [4]
〈φ(x)φT (0)〉 = (x2)− 12∆G(x2)− 12∆T , (4.2)
where G is a fixed real, positive, symmetric matrix and ∆ = 1+γ+Q, with γT = γ the anomalous
dimension matrix of the elementary fields φ and QT = −Q defining the cycle through βI = (Qg)I .
Now one can redefine the field by φ → M−1φ with M chosen so that MGMT = 1, which is
always possible with real M for a real, positive, symmetric matrix. This effectively redefines
∆→M∆M−1. The condition for invariance under special conformal transformations then gives11
∆T = ∆. A further field redefinition by an appropriate orthogonal transformation R finally brings
∆ into diagonal form, ∆ → R∆RT . The entries of this diagonal form of ∆ correspond to the
roots of the characteristic polynomial of 1 + γ +Q which must be real. It is interesting that this
puts restrictions on the possible values of Q: given a fixed value of γ, for large enough Q some
roots will be complex. To put it differently, from our proof that these theories are conformally
invariant we infer that if a matrix XAX−1 is diagonal for a real matrix A and a real, symmetric,
invertible matrix X, then all the roots of the characteristic polynomial of A are real.
This unfortunately means that the large-Q scenario of [4], which leads to interesting oscillatory
behavior in unparticle physics, is excluded by conformal invariance. More generally, the constraints
that unitarity and scale invariance alone place on the scaling dimensions of operators are weaker
11Alternatively, special conformal transformations on (4.2) require that ∆G = G∆T .
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than those that follow if conformal invariance is also imposed [17]. These weaker conditions are
popular in unparticle phenomenology as they amplify the putative effects of unparticles. Of course
our proof does not rule out theories that are scale-invariant but not conformal outside the realm
of perturbation theory, leaving a smidgen of hope for unparticle enthusiasts.
5. The c-theorem in the presence of cycles
As we have seen, the consistency relations of JO lead to the c-theorem in perturbation theory,
− dB˜b
dt
= 18χ
g
IJBIBJ ≥ 0, (5.1)
with B˜b defined in (3.19). Only the last step in this sequence of relations invokes perturbation
theory, for the positivity of the metric χgij is established perturbatively. For a non-perturbative
proof we turn to the method of KS.
Let us review the argument of KS. Our presentation is closer in spirit to that of LPR. We
will try to note explicitly when implicit assumptions in that argument are made. While plausible,
these assumptions should be justified for the theorem to be established. We deviate from both
presentations in that we do not derive nor use a Wess–Zumino dilaton action for, as we will see,
this is not necessary for the computation.
Consider the four point function of the operator 12∂µ(xνT
µν) in an arbitrary four-dimensional
theory which is classically scale-invariant. Furthermore, we will consider kinematics such that
p2i = 0, i = 1, . . . , 4, for the momenta pi of the four insertions, so that the Mandelstam variables
satisfy s+t+u = 0. Equivalently, for the theory on a conformally flat background, gµν = e
−2τ(x)ηµν ,
one may compute the τ(x) scattering amplitude A(s, t) with the on-shell condition ∇2τ = 0.
Now, we will assume that the forward scattering amplitude Afwd(s) = A(s, 0) exists, that
is that the limit t → 0 of A(s, t) exists. This could fail if A(s, t) had terms of the form, e.g.,
∼ s2 ln(t). Now, Afwd(s) can be computed by taking four τ(x)-derivatives of the generating
functional and then taking the metric as flat, the coupling constants to be spacetime-independent
and the background field Aµ and the conformal compensator to vanish. Alternatively, and more
straightforwardly, one can work with a conformally flat metric and having the only spacetime
dependence in couplings and Aµ arise through the dependence on the conformal factor τ(x), so
that one merely needs to take τ(x) = 0 after four times differentiating W˜ . Now the first derivative
simply gives the conformal anomaly equation
T µµ = B̂I [OI ] + [βQ] + [(Dµφ)TBAµ φ]− µ−ǫβλ˜ ·R +∇µ(JµΘ + Z˜ µ)− ((1 + γˆ + S)φ) ·
δ
δφ
S˜0,
One need only thrice differentiate this equation to obtain the four-point amplitude of T µµ. Note
that on fixed points and cycles, where we will need this, the first term vanishes since B̂I = 0. Also,
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the last term, which vanishes by the equations of motion, can be ignored for the computation of
the amplitude. Most of the remaining terms vanish once the couplings are taken to be spacetime-
independent (and the metric flat and Aµ = 0). The remaining terms arise from the G and H
2
terms in βλ ·R. For a conformally flat metric, γµν = exp(−2τ(x))ηµν , one has (in d spacetime
dimensions)
e−4τG = 8(∂2τ)2 − 8τ,µντ ,µν − 16τ,µτ,ντ ,µν − 8(d− 3)τ,µτ ,µ∂2τ + 2(d − 1)(d − 4)(τ,µτ ,µ)2
e−4τH2 = 4(∂2τ)2 − 4(d− 2)τ,µτ ,µ∂2τ + (d− 2)2(τ,µτ ,µ)2.
The cubic term in H2 vanishes for an “on-shell” conformal factor ∂2τ = 0 and so the only
contribution to the “on-shell” forward scattering amplitude is from G:
Afwd(s)|FP or cycle = −βb(s2 + t2 + u2)|t=0 = −2βbs2. (5.2)
Let’s assume that there exists an RG trajectory from a UV fixed point or cycle to an IR fixed
point or cycle. On this trajectory this equation no longer holds. However, we can inspect limiting
behavior. Since Afwd/s2 depends on s only through the dimensionless ratio µ2/s, its behavior is
dictated by the renormalization group. Hence,
lim
s→∞
Afwd(s)
s2
= lim
s→∞
Afwd(s)|FP or cycle
s2
= −2(βb)UV
and
lim
s→0
Afwd(s)
s2
= lim
s→0
Afwd(s)|FP or cycle
s2
= −2(βb)IR,
where (βb)UV and (βb)IR are the limiting UV and IR values of βb along the trajectory and
correspond to those on the fixed point or cycle. LPR study the approach to these limiting values
using conformal perturbation theory.
Following LPR we next consider the integral of Afwd(s)/s3 over the contour in Fig. 1. The
I2 I2
I1
I3I3
s
Fig. 1: The contour of integration for
∫
ds
s3
Afwd(s).
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integral over the semicircle I1 cannot be easily computed, but in the limit that the radius of the
semicircle vanishes it is reasonable that one can use the limiting value,∫
I1
ds
s3
Afwd(s) ≈
∫
I1
ds
s
2(βb)IR = 2πi(βb)IR, (5.3)
where the last step corresponds to taking the vanishing limit of the radius of the semicircle I1.
Similarly, the large circle I3 gives∫
I3
ds
s3
Afwd(s) ≈
∫
I3
ds
s
2(βb)UV = −2πi(βb)UV. (5.4)
It follows from Cauchy’s theorem that
(βb)UV − (βb)IR = 1
2πi
∫
I2
ds
s3
Afwd(s)
=
1
π
∫ ∞
0
ds
s3
Im(Afwd(s+ i0)),
where in the last line LPR assume crossing symmetry to write Afwd(−s + i0) = A∗fwd(s + i0).
Finally, the KS argument invokes the optical theorem that relates the imaginary part of the
forward scattering amplitude to a positive-definite cross section to conclude that
(βb)UV − (βb)IR > 0.
We note in passing that the optical theorem is known to apply for forward scattering amplitudes
of (on-shell) physical particles. It is not clear a priori that it applies to Green functions of
composite operators at p2i = 0, even if it corresponds to the scattering amplitude of would-be
dilaton scattering. We think the assumption of positivity is reasonable, so we press on.
What steps in the argument above require special attention when the theory admits dimension-
three currents? As we have pointed out, the trace of the stress-energy tensor now has an additional
∂µJ
µ term, but we have already accounted for this in the presentation above: the current can
be eliminated by replacing BI for βI in the expression for the trace of the stress-energy tensor.
Throughout the flow this makes no difference to the argument above, since the positivity of the
integral over the segments I2 of the contour follows from the optical theorem. For cycles one
is not free to ignore the τ(x) dependence of the couplings or the background vector field in the
anomaly equation. But on the cycle the couplings are covariantly constant. Hence, the terms
that vanish at fixed points because of the constancy of couplings also vanish for cycles, but now
because they are covariantly constant. Finally, the validity of the limits in (5.3) and (5.4) needs
to be established anew for limit cycles. However, the same method of conformal perturbation
theory may be applied to establish the result. Since it is only scaling that is used in this step of
the argument by LPR, the proof goes through as presented there.
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6. Summary and concluding remarks
We have shown that the Komargodski–Schwimmer proof of the weak version of the c-theorem
includes the more general case that a renormalization group flow goes from a fixed point or
cycle to another fixed point or cycle. Regarding the strong version of the c-theorem, proven in
perturbation theory by Jack and Osborn, we pointed out that the quantity that plays the role of
c is B˜b (defined in (3.19)) which is closely related to the a-anomaly (βb in the notation of Jack
and Osborn); these quantities agree at fixed points and on cycles, but are not generally the same.
We presented a calculation of the Lie-algebra function of coupling constants S introduced by
Jack and Osborn. This is the first calculation of S to an order (third) in the loop expansion where
it does not vanish. We then proved that S = 0 on fixed points and that S precisely corresponds
to the generator Q of limit cycles when evaluated at any point on the limit cycle. This gives a
major improvement on the method of searching for limit cycles: one merely needs to find zeroes of
the beta functions to the first order in the loop expansion (second order for Yang–Mills couplings)
and evaluate S there. If S = 0 the zero corresponds to a fixed point, while if S = Q 6= 0 the zero
corresponds to a limit cycle with Q the generator of the cycle.
We used these results to show that the trace of the stress-energy tensor vanishes on cycles,
and hence that scale implies conformal invariance (perturbatively in unitary relativistic d = 4
QFT). If “theory space” is understood as the space of couplings of a model modulo the action
of GF on these couplings (with GF the group of symmetries of the free Lagrangian), then cycles
and fixed points are mapped to single points. It is remarkable that all such points describe in
fact CFTs.
Some questions remain which we intend to turn to in the future. Among them are:
• Are there renormalization group flows between fixed points and cycles?
• Are there limit cycles in four dimensions with bounded tree-level scalar potential?
• Can a non-perturbative proof of the strong version of the c-theorem be given by extend-
ing the perturbative proof, say, by showing positivity of the metric χgIJ using dispersion
relations?
• Do relativistic, unitary QFTs admit recursive RG flows that do not correspond to motions
by generators in GF ?
We look forward to addressing these questions.
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Appendix A. Ambiguities in RG functions
It is well-known that anomalous-dimension matrices and beta functions are dependent on the
renormalization scheme. Nevertheless, physical quantities obtained from the anomalous-dimension
matrices and the beta functions which are relevant to the study of scale-invariant theories are, as
expected, independent of the scheme [5].
It is however usually not appreciated that anomalous-dimension matrices and beta functions
exhibit another freedom, mentioned briefly in the beginning of Section 3, which we review here.
For simplicity consider a theory of real multi-component scalars with bare Lagrangian
L0 =
1
2∂µφ0a∂
µφ0a − 14!g0abcdφ0aφ0bφ0cφ0d.
There is an ambiguity in the definition of the wavefunction renormalization matrix Z1/2, corre-
sponding to the freedom of choosing Z˜1/2 = OZ1/2 where OTO = 1 [7]. In this appendix we
study the effect of this ambiguity in the definition of RG functions. For simplicity we present
this analysis in the flat background limit. Dimensional regularization is used throughout.
Bare couplings and fields are related to the corresponding renormalized quantities by
g0I = µ
kIǫ(gI + LI(g)), φ0 = µ
δǫZˇ(g)φ,
where Zˇ = Z1/2, and Zˇ − 1 and LI have expansions in ǫ-poles starting at 1/ǫ. The anomalous-
dimension matrices and the beta functions, as well as the antisymmetric matrix S of (3.11), are
given by
γˆ = δǫ− kIgI∂I Zˇ1, βˆI = −kIgIǫ− kIL1I + kJgJ∂JL1I , S = −kIgIN1I ,
where the superscript denotes residues of simple poles. The index carried by k is exempt from
the summation convention. In the present example kI = 1, but we keep it for generality. Since we
are interested in ambiguities that arise because of different choices in the subtraction of infinite
quantities, we assume that O has an expansion in ǫ-poles, O = 1 + O1/ǫ + · · · , where O1 is
antisymmetric as required by OTO = 1. Then, under the freedom mentioned above, it is easy to
verify that the relevant quantities change as
Zˇ1 → Zˇ1 +O1, L1I → L1I + (O1g)I , N1I → N1I − ∂IO1,
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This induces a change in the anomalous-dimension matrix, the beta functions, and the antisym-
metric matrix S:
γˆ → γˆ − ω, βˆI → βˆI + (ωg)I , S → S + ω,
where ω = kIgI∂IO
1. This ambiguity, or “gauge” freedom, in the definition of anomalous dimen-
sions and beta functions is usually resolved by requiring that the anomalous-dimension matrix be
symmetric. Note, however, that the trace of the stress-energy tensor, being a physical quantity,
has to be invariant under this unphysical freedom. Indeed, this is obviously the case in (3.12).
As we see βˆ, γˆ and S are gauge-covariant, but B̂I = βˆI − (Sg)I and Γ̂ = γˆ+S are gauge-invariant.
Although RG flows are specified by βˆ, there is a gauge, defined by ω = −S so that S = 0, in
which B̂ = βˆ and Γ̂ = γˆ.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that B̂I could be seen as the proper vector field whose RG
flows one should consider, and whose fixed points describe CFTs. This vector field does not admit
cycles in perturbation theory.
Appendix B. The relation between the metrics χaij and χ
g
ij
The coefficient cg of LPR appears to play the role of the “metric” χ
g
ij in the consistency condition
(2.13). As we mention in the end of Section 2.2 and elaborate on further here, this is not the
case. To see the connection with the work of JO, following LPR we write
∆Wanomaly =
1
2
∫
d4x d4y τ(x)τ(y)〈Θ(x)Θ(y)〉,
where Θ = βiOi, and therefore
d
dt
∆Wanomaly =
1
2
∫
d4x d4y τ(x)τ(y)
d
dt
〈Θ(x)Θ(y)〉. (B.1)
In Ref. [13, Eq. (3.18b)] Osborn finds the RGE for the product of two local renormalized operators,
− d
dt
〈Oi(x)Oj(0)〉+ ∂iβj〈Oi(x)Oj(0)〉+ ∂jβk〈Oi(x)Oj(0)〉 = −χaij∂2∂2δ(4)(x).
The quantity χaij can be thought of as the beta function associated with the counterterm needed
in order to renormalize the correlator 〈Oi(x)Oj(0)〉. Now since −dβi/dt = βj∂jβi, it is easy to
see that
d
dt
〈Θ(x)Θ(0)〉 = χaijβiβj∂2∂2δ(4)(x). (B.2)
Using this in (B.1) we see that the metric of LPR is −2χa, which is always positive. This suggests
the question “is there a relation between χg and χa?”
In the specific example of a gauge theory with a simple gauge group G and charged Dirac
fermions in some representation, JO give [7, Eqs. (5.12)], at two loops,
χa(2) = −1
2
χg(2) = − nV
8π2g2
[
1 +
(
17C − 20
3
R
)
h
]
, h ≡ g
2
16π2
, (B.3)
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where tr(taadjt
b
adj) = Cδ
ab, R is similarly defined for the representation of the Dirac fermions, and
nV = dim(Adj) is the number of vectors. However, the relation χ
g = −2χa of (B.3) does not
hold in general, and so the task of computing χg is complicated. Nevertheless, Weyl consistency
conditions give the general relation between χa and χg [7, Eq. (3.23)]:
χgij + 2χ
a
ij − χ¯aijkβk = −βk∂kVij − ∂iβj Vkj − ∂jβk Vik, (B.4)
where ζVij = χ¯
a
ijkk
kgk (no sum over the index k), and χ¯aijk = ∂kχ
a
ij − 12(χbikj + χbjki), with χbijk
necessary to regulate infinities in three-point functions, and ζ defined as an operator counting the
number of loops, whose form can be read off from O(ǫ) terms of the finiteness condition (3.9e)
of JO:
ζVij = (1 + k
kgk∂k)Vij + 2k
iVij (no sum over the index carried by k)
(cf. JO’s (3.16b)).
In our gauge-theory example (B.4) becomes
χg + 2χa − χ¯aβg = −βg ∂V
∂g
− 2∂β
g
∂g
V, ζV = 12 χ¯
ag, (B.5)
where ζV = (2 + 12g ∂/∂g)V = (2 + h∂/∂h)V , the beta function for the gauge coupling is
1
g
βg = −β0h− β1h2 +O(h3), β0 = 1
3
(11C − 4R), β1 = 2
3
C(17C − 10R),
and χ¯a = ∂χa/∂g − χb, where χb is given at two loops by χb(2) = nV
4π2g3
(1 + 4β0h). It follows that
χ¯a = − nV
π2g3
[β0h+O(h2)].
Expanding V = v0 + v1h+ · · · gives ζV = 2v0 + 3v1h+ · · · = 12gχ¯a, or
V = −nV β0
64π4
+O(h).
With these results (B.5) gives
χg + 2χa = −nV β
2
0
32π4
h+O(h2), (B.6)
and, therefore, beyond two-loop order, χg 6= −2χa.
To summarize, the results of LPR correspond to using JO’s −2χaij as a metric, which however
is not in general equal to JO’s metric χgij . Indeed, χ
g
ij + 2χ
a
ij fails to vanish beyond the first few
orders in the loop expansion. The positivity of χgij may also fail non-perturbatively (for example,
if its perturbative expression has finite radius of convergence).
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Appendix C. How to calculate NI and S
The calculation of JO’s NI proceeds order by order in perturbation theory. In this appendix we
calculate contributions to NI in a quantum field theory with real scalars and Weyl spinors up to
two loops, and we also perform a three-loop calculation of the part of NI that is needed in order
to compute S.
As can be seen from (3.1), in order to calculate NI we need to compute self-energies of scalars
but with coupling constants as spectator fields. Equivalently, the calculation can be done by
considering scalar self-energy diagrams and letting momentum come in from external legs and go
out through couplings. From these diagrams we can then pick up the contribution linear in the
momentum of the field and linear in the momentum of the coupling. After we antisymmetrize,
we have a contribution to NI .
It is perhaps helpful to remind the reader here that in a theory with scalars and fermions the
I index can be either (abcd) or (a|ij). Let us also remark that S appears first at three loops in a
theory with scalars and spinors. The reason is easily seen from (3.11): a diagram that contributes
to N will only contribute to S if it is not symmetric under a ↔ b. As it turns out there are no
such diagrams in scalar self-energies at one and two loops, but there are four such diagrams at
three loops. Consequently, even if the theory contains gauge fields, diagrams with gauge fields
will not contribute to S at three loops, but certainly will do so at higher order. Therefore, even
in a gauge theory we don’t need to include gauge fields in our leading-order calculation of S.
C.1. One loop
At one loop the calculation proceeds with no subtleties since renormalization is trivial, i.e., there
are no subdivergences to be subtracted. The two diagrams that contribute to NI and their
corresponding counterterms are shown in Fig. 2.
p p pp
p p pp
Fig. 2: Diagrams that contribute to Na|ij at one loop and their corresponding counterterms.
A straightforward calculation gives
(Nc|ij)ab = −
1
16π2ǫ
1
2
(y∗a|ijδbc − y∗b|ijδac) + finite,
and there is of course a complex conjugate (N∗c|ij)ab.
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In order to simplify the notation we write the result for the residue of the simple ǫ-pole in NI
in the form
16π2(N1I )ab∂
µgI = −12 [tr(ya∂µy∗b ) + h.c.− {a↔ b}],
where gI on the left-hand side stands here for yc|ij or y
∗
c|ij. Selecting the appropriate derivatives
one easily reads off the corresponding N1I . Our result reproduces JO’s equation (7.16) for ρI when
we use Dirac spinors.
C.2. Two loops
At two loops there are three Feynman diagrams that contribute to NI , listed in Fig. 3. The
Fig. 3: Feynman diagrams that contribute to NI at two loops.
calculation of the residues of the simple ǫ-poles of NI requires now a subtraction of subdivergences,
something that proceeds, for the most part, in the usual way. However, there is a small subtlety,
not seen in the usual treatments of renormalization, that we would like to point out. Clearly, the
two right-most diagrams of Fig. 3 have subdivergences so we have to add to them the diagrams
with the insertions of the corresponding counterterms. For the right-most diagram the graph with
the insertion of the counterterm is
Now, when the momentum that comes in from, say the left external leg, flows out through the
counterterm, then there are two diagrams that contribute, namely
p
p
and
p
p
where the momentum exits to the north-east or to the north-west depending on which vertex it
flows out of in the original diagram in Fig. 3. In both cases the counterterm is the same, but
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the diagram with the insertion of the counterterm is different as a result of the difference in the
momentum of the internal leg that the counterterm picks up. That is, had we retained different
momenta for the various vertices, there would be two momenta associated with the counterterm.
The two-loop result for N1I , previously unpublished, is
(16π2)2(N1I )ab∂
µgI =− 124λacde ∂µλbcde + [14 tr(y∗ayc∂µy∗byc )
+ 18 tr(y
∗
a∂
µycy
∗
cyb ) +
3
8 tr(y
∗
aycy
∗
c∂
µyb ) + h.c.]− {a↔ b}.
It follows that S vanishes at this order. This can be seen, term by term (when anti-symmetrized
in a and b) by replacing gI for ∂
µgI .
C.3. Three loops
At three loops there are many diagrams that contribute to NI , but only four are not symmetric
under a ↔ b and thus end up contributing to S. These diagrams are shown in Fig. 4, and
we here only compute their contributions to N1I . From these diagrams (and the corresponding
Fig. 4: Three-loop diagrams that contribute to NI not symmetric under a↔ b, and thus leading
to contributions to S at three loops.
counterterms), using the methods for the calculation of pole parts of three-loop diagrams given
in [18], we find
(16π2)3(N1I )ab∂
µgI ⊃− 12 tr(ya∂µy∗cydy∗e)λbcde − 13 tr(yay∗c∂µydy∗e)λbcde − 12 tr(yay∗cyd∂µy∗e)λbcde
− 524 tr(yay∗cydy∗e)∂µλbcde − 124 tr(yb∂µy∗cydy∗e)λacde − 524 tr(yby∗c∂µydy∗e)λacde
− 124 tr(yby∗cyd∂µy∗e)λacde − 524 tr(∂µyby∗cydy∗e)λacde − 732 tr(ya∂µy∗cydy∗dyby∗c )
− 796 tr(yay∗c∂µydy∗dyby∗c )− 2396 tr(yay∗cyd∂µy∗dyby∗c )− 796 tr(yay∗cydy∗d∂µyby∗c )
− 732 tr(yay∗cydy∗dyb∂µy∗c ) + 116 tr(ya∂µy∗cycy∗dyby∗d)− 548 tr(yay∗c∂µycy∗dyby∗d)
− 148 tr(yay∗cyc∂µy∗dyby∗d)− 796 tr(yay∗cycy∗d∂µyby∗d) + 116 tr(yay∗cycy∗dyb∂µy∗d)
+ h.c.− {a↔ b},
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and since
S ≡ −kIN1I gI = −N1abcdλabcd − (12N1a|ijya|ij + h.c.)
we finally obtain
(16π2)3Sab =
5
8 tr(yay
∗
cydy
∗
e)λbcde +
3
8 tr(yay
∗
cydy
∗
dyby
∗
c ) + h.c.− {a↔ b}.
As already remarked in the main body, evaluating this on points in coupling space where we have
found fixed points and cycles in Refs. [3, 5, 6], we find that S vanishes at all fixed points and
equals Q on all cycles.
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